This paper proposes a potential odor intensity grid based optimization approach for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) path planning with particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique. Odor intensity is created to color the area in the searching space with highest probability where candidate particles may locate. A potential grid construction operator is designed for standard PSO based on different levels of odor intensity. The potential grid construction operator generates two potential location grids with highest odor intensity. Then the middle point will be seen as the final position in current particle dimension. The global optimum solution will be solved as the average. In addition, solution boundaries of searching space in each particle dimension are restricted based on properties of threats in the flying field to avoid prematurity. Objective function is redesigned by taking minimum direction angle to destination into account and a sampling method is introduced. A paired samples -test is made and an index called straight line rate (SLR) is used to evaluate the length of planned path. Experiments are made with other three heuristic evolutionary algorithms. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of generating higher quality paths efficiently for UAV than any other tested optimization techniques.
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a kind of aircraft without onboard pilots that can be remotely controlled or fly autonomously based on the preplanned flying routes, increasingly suitable for a real-world environment [1] [2] [3] [4] . Currently, UAV has been widely used in civil and military fields, such as aerial photography, search and rescue tasks, geophysical survey, environmental and meteorological monitoring, surveillance, reconnaissance, high-risk target penetration, suppressing enemy air defense, deep target attacking, and dominating the battle space [5] [6] [7] . But how to fly safely in all the fields is vital for mission effectiveness, in which path planning is one of the most important technologies for autonomous flight of UAV.
UAV path planning is a key aspect of the autonomous control module, whose mission is to provide an optimal flying path from the starting point to the desired destination avoiding artificial threats and some natural terrain constraints with least cost and shortest length of flying distance. Usually the flying path of UAV is automatically provided by a path planner based on an objective function [8, 9] considering all the constraints. Planning intuitive flying routes for UAV in large real-world scenarios and in the presence of obstacles is more complicated due to the mostly open structure of the airspace. Particularly in the near future UAV is to be integrated into national airspace system (NAS).
In most situations UAV path planning is often formulated as a global optimization problem, in which the feasibility of the candidate path depends on the mission, environment, and UAV physical constraints. Although the applications of UAV are so different, the optimality of a feasible path for any of them can be defined by different optimization planning criteria (such as minimal flying time and/or path length) and fulfillment of some mission constraints (such as flying at a given altitude or visiting some points) [10] . Besides, the physical characteristics of the UAV and the environment also restrict the feasibility of any path and should be considered by a realistic path planning problem.
In the past few years several path planning algorithms have been proposed, which can be mainly divided into two categories, graph-based and population-based evolutionary algorithms. The former includes Voronoi diagram search method [11] , mathematical programming method [12] , * searching algorithm [13, 14] , * lite algorithm [15] , and bilevel programming method [16] . In these algorithms Eppstein's -best paths algorithm [17] is used to find an optimal path for UAV. The biggest deficiency of graph-based ones is that it is difficult to combine the motion constraints of UAV itself, which means it usually cannot be used in practical situations. UAV self-performance is an absolutely necessary factor needed to be taken into account when designing a path planning algorithm. Another important category is the population-based optimization algorithms. They could make UAV flying routes generated by reducing the complexity and dimensions, which is a NP-hard problem. These algorithms mainly include genetic algorithm (GA) [18] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [10] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [19] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [20] , differential evolution (DE) [21] , gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [22] , intelligent water drops optimization (IWD) [23] , memetic computing method [24] , and firefly algorithm (FA) [25] . Each of these categories has its own advantages over others in certain aspects. However, among them, GA, PSO, and FA are the most three popular for their simplicity and effectiveness, which are becoming the hottest research topics and are most suitable for solving the global optimization problems with large scales. For example, GA is famous for the ease of implementation for both continuous and discrete problems. There are no extra requirements for the continuity in response functions and could be used efficiently with large numbers of parallel processors. The generated global or near global solutions are more robust. And FA is recently developed to solve nonlinear design problems. In FA all fireflies are unisexual and any individual firefly will be attracted to others based on their higher brightness. But their brightness decreases as their mutual distance increases. By iterations of brightness oriented movement, the global optimal solutions could be found finally.
Another important one is called PSO, which is short for particle swarm optimization. It is an evolutionary computation algorithm first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [26] , which is designed based on the study of the social behavior of bird flocking and fish schooling. Each particle adjusts its flying positions in the searching space in terms of its own flying experience and the whole swarm flying experiences. Successful applications of PSO in neural network training, function optimization, and fuzzy system control have demonstrated that PSO is a promising and efficient optimization method. So far many significant improvements are proposed to improve the performance of standard PSO algorithm. An excellent overview of the basic concepts of PSO and its variants can be found in [27] . PSO has been seen as an attractive optimization tool for the advantages of simple implementation procedure, good performance, and
Figure 1: Typical UAV path planning model. fast convergence speed. However, it has been shown that this method is easily trapped into local optima when coping with complicated problems.
In this paper, a potential odor intensity grid based UAV path planning algorithm is proposed combining standard PSO technique. By identifying the different levels of odor intensity, a potential grid construction operator is designed for standard PSO, which is implemented easily and avoids local optima and slow convergence. The potential grid construction operator indicates two potential location grids with highest odor intensity, including centers of the two grids and the preset side length. Then middle point of the two grid centers will be seen as the final global position in current particle dimension space of current iteration. The global optimum solution will be solved as the average. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of generating higher quality paths efficiently for UAV than any other tested optimization algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Path planning problem description is provided in Section 2. Concise standard PSO algorithm and explicit realization of proposed method are given in Section 3, respectively. Section 4 presents the settings in application conditions of the proposed algorithm and experimental results of global route planning are listed. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Problem Formation
UAV path planning can be seen as a global optimization problem to generate a serial of way points from the start to the destination with least cost values. Terrain and threat modeling and the design of objective function become two key problems in route generation for UAV. Figure 1 the mission of path planning is to generate a feasible flying route from the start point to destination point without flying out of the designated map or being taken down by threats, as well as least flying cost. There are some threat areas locating in the map, such as radars, missiles, and artillery, which are all denoted as red circles in Figure 1 . Once the UAV is in the coverage of any threat, it will be vulnerable to the threat with a certain probability proportional to the distance away from the threat centers. Oppositely there will not be any danger if Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 UAV is flying out of the threat covered region. Considering the threat areas and other affecting factors, how to get to the desired destination safely is the key problem.
Terrain and Threat Modeling. As shown in

Terrain Restriction.
In real situations all UAVs will have to fly in a specified region for different tasks, all of which are limited in power supply, flying distance, and flying time. Any UAV flying out of the region will lead to high risk out of control and crashing for the use up of energy. In this way any way point generated by the path planning algorithms should be in the flying region. If out, it will be punished. The following equation is given to record the distances to the coverage boundary of all way points:
Here in (1), ( , ) is the current coordinate of way point , is the designated flying region, and Dis( ) is the distance from current way point to the nearest boundary of designated flying region . In most situations the flying area will be set as a rectangle, in which start and destination locate.
Threat Modeling.
There are two kinds of threats: one is random and the other is deterministic. For random situations, path planning algorithm could generate paths by refreshing itself to avoid the pop-up threats if real time information could be obtained. In this paper deterministic threat areas are taken into account, all of which are known in advance as shown in Figure 1 .
It is desirable that all the generated UAV way points are kept away from the threat as far as possible and the farther the better. For this purpose, a new model for the threatening space definition is developed as follows. First let the vector P threat = [ threat , threat , threat ] be assigned to the threat with its center coordinate ( threat , threat ) and destruction range
threat . An effective destruction gain is considered for each threat , which is different for different threats. For any UAV way point with current coordinate ( , ) we can define the effects of all threats on the planned path as follows:
Here is the distance from current position of UAV way point to the center of threat which can be written as
Equation (2) illustrates that once UAV is flying in the covered areas of any threat the probability to be detected by radar or brought down by missiles will be high. 
Objective Function of UAV Route Optimization
Problem Analysis.
The task of path planning is to find a feasible flying route from the start point to destination point with least flying cost and avoiding entering threat areas [28] , as the green line does in Figure 1 . Here the straight line is divided into ( + 1) segments by vertical lines ( = 1, 2, . . . , ). In this way the flying route can be denoted by way points, namely, ( = 1, 2, . . . , ), on each vertical line ( = 1, 2, . . . , ). The core difficulty is how to determine these way points with least global flying cost and also without entering covered areas by threats.
In order to simplify the computation process and accelerate the searching speed of global solutions in the path planning algorithm, the transformation of coordinate system is made [29] as shown in Figure 2 , in which the new coordinate system is transformed from origin coordinate system by setting the straight line → as the new axis and the start point of UAV as the new origin of coordinate. The angle between and is , which means the origin -axis will be rotated anticlockwise with angle .
Suppose a way point in the original coordinate system with coordinate ( , ) and correspondingly the transformed coordinate in the new coordinate system is ( , ) , and the relationship between the coordinates in two coordinate systems of the same way point can be written using the following equation:
In (4) ( , ) is the coordinate of start point in original coordinate system. Once the transformation is completed the desired UAV flying path can be denoted as a sequence of way point from the start point to the destination point , namely, { , 1 , . . . , , }. Combining Figures 1 and 2 , the coordinates of way points and in can be easily known as (0, 0) and (| |, 0) , respectively. In this way other abscissas of any way point can be obtained using
So the path planning problem becomes the optimization problem of longitudinal coordinates for any UAV way point with least global minimum cost value. How to design objective function to compute longitudinal coordinate with global optimum will be given in the following.
Objective Function Design.
The objective function is to evaluate a candidate path which is generated by path planning algorithms. Many factors should be taken into account, such as cost of the path, the performance of UAVs themselves, and the mission constraints. In our proposed method the following factors are considered.
(A) Cost of the Generated Path. As described before the way points out of threat areas should be chosen. Otherwise they will be penalized which lead to high cost of the whole path. Here how to evaluate the cost of the generated UAV path is given. In our proposed algorithm a sampling method for each path segment is proposed to better describe the quality of possible UAV path.
As described in the section before, after the coordinate system is transformed each path of UAV consisted of many way points ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) and ( + 1) segments are formed. Suppose any path segment → +1 as shown in Figure 3 is formed by two way points and +1 , which locate on vertical lines and +1 , respectively. The sampling method for any possible UAV path segment → +1 is as follows. First any path segment → +1 is detected whether it falls into the areas covered by threats. If so sample points are set on the segment → +1 with the total number of . Then the rules of these sample points can be built using
After the sample points are determined the cost of the segment → +1 will be calculated as follows:
) .
In (7) | → +1 | is the distance of segment → +1 , is the total number of sample points in this segment → +1 , and is the destruction gain of threat . / , denotes the distance of the th sample point that is on segment to the center of threat and = 1, 2, . . . , . Obviously the number of threats that could affect this path segment → +1 is set as .
Way point Sample point The total effects of threat areas on one planned flying path can be calculated by adding all the costs of path segments on the flying path by using (6) and (7).
(B) Total Flying Distance for UAV. Flying distance is another important factor that needs to be taken into account. In realistic operations the generated flying path should be as short as possible from the start to the destination point with all limitations satisfied. Short path length means high efficiency which saves energy and time for UAV and also a lower chance of being detected by unknown threats. In the proposed method an index called straight line rate (SLR) is defined to indicate performance of the total length of planned UAV flying route for simplicity. Suppose the coordinates of start point and destination point as ( 1 , 1 ) and ( +2 , +2 ) showed in Figure 4 .
As shown in Figure 4 , is the number of way points on the planned UAV path with coordinate of way point as ( , ) . Straight line rate (SLR) can be obtained as follows:
In (9
2 is the Euclidean distance from the start to the destination. (C) Minimum Direction Angle. As shown in Figure 5 , there will be many candidate way points ( ,1 , ,2 , . . .) in the searching space which is denoted as . In order to improve the searching speed and avoid falling into local optimum, direction angle of different way points , on vertical line in the searching space is defined as , . They are the angles between current way point and destination point which is denoted as Figure 5 shows. Obviously the way point on vertical line with smaller direction angle is better than with larger ones. This parameter can evaluate the performances of generated UAV path as part of objective function.
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Equation (10) combines effects from all the direction angles of possible way points on different vertical lines meaning different searching space.
( , ) is the coordinate of destination and ( , , , ) is the candidate way point position on vertical line .
(D) Optimized Searching Scope. To further make the searching process of optimum way point simplified, the searching scope of each particle in the solution space is optimized [30] , which is shown in Figure 6 . The red circle is the threat in the UAV flying field with center and radius . The searching space is limited by upper limit max and lower limit min . The margins for upper limit and lower limit are Δ and Δ , respectively. The searching is realized in this constrained area. Any way points out of this scope will be penalized. The two limits could be calculated as follows:
In (11) threat ( ) and threat ( ) are the longitudinal coordinate and radius of threat , respectively. In this way the cost of any UAV way points out of the limited searching space could be given in the following:
In the equation above is the number of total way points on the generated UAV path. And ( ) is the longitudinal coordinate of the th way point.
Based on the analysis above the complete objective function can be given as follows, to realize the evaluation of one candidate UAV flying route and UAV self-performance:
Here in the equation , , , and are four weighting parameters to assess the different effects of different elements on the objective function. The value of the four parameters is between [0, 1].
Realization of Proposed Algorithm
In this section the proposed method for UAV path planning in two-dimensional space is given explicitly based on the standard particle swarm optimization (PSO). The standard PSO is described first.
3.1. Standard PSO. The standard particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based nondeterministic optimization method which was first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [26] . It simulates the movement of a swarm of particles in a multidimensional searching space towards a global optimal solution by repeated iterations. The position of each particle in each iteration represents a candidate solution which is initialized randomly. In each iteration the current particle velocity is renewed based on the previous velocity of the particle, the best position ever occupied by the particle (personal influence), and the best position ever occupied by any particle of the swarm (social influence). Then position could be renewed using the new updated velocity. The mathematical descriptions are listed in the following.
Suppose the size of the swarm is and the dimension of each particle is . There are two parameters for each particle , namely, position and velocity V , whose dimension is the same as obviously. And also stands for the dimension of the problem to be solved. The two of each particle can be written as a particle vector in the following equation:
In this way a particle swarm with swarm size can be written as a matrix made up of particle vectors.
Then cost value of each particle in each iteration with current position could be calculated using specified objective function for further steps. There are two kinds of cost values in standard PSO, local best value P i,best of each particle and one global best value G best of all particles, which can be written as (16) . The number of local best values is the same as swarm size .
Once the two values are obtained the position and velocity of each particle in each dimension are updated by keeping track of the two best positions, using the following equations:
In (17) is inertia weight, which reflects the impacts of the particle velocity in previous iteration on its current iteration. and are random numbers between 0 and 1.
1 and 2 are positive constants, named self-cognition and social knowledge, which stand for the inheriting abilities from particle itself and the whole swarm, respectively. is constant factor used to constrain the position updating. And is the total iterations that the algorithm has to run. In most situations it is also set as termination criteria of PSO. The standard PSO will not stop until the termination criteria are satisfied. Pseudocode of standard PSO is given in Algorithm 1.
Proposed Algorithm.
In this section the potential grid construction operator based on odor intensity is presented first and then the realization of the proposed method is described.
Potential Grid Construction
Operator. The standard particle swarm optimization technique falls into local optimum easily and sometimes it is hard to converge with low speed. Even in extreme situations there are no optimal solutions which makes it fail to solve the UAV path planning problem. In our proposed algorithm potential grid is constructed based on odor intensity of particles to get over the defects of standard PSO, which is called potential grid construction operator here.
As described before the core step of UAV path planning is to find way points on different particle dimensions with least global cost values as well as avoid all the threats. For each dimension of each particle, it can be seen as solution space in which the global solutions may exist. In our model it is supposed that there are particles denoted as ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) with the number of dimensions . Each dimension of particle can be written as with = 1, 2, . . . , . Each particle will leave odor pheromone trails on the position in each dimension where it stayed and all the odor pheromone trails will be accumulated to form different odor intensities. Potential grid construction is given in Figure 7 in the solution space, which is based on odor intensities.
In Figure 7 each blank square with the same side length denotes a candidate position in an iteration in the th dimension space of particle . As shown in Figure 7 there will Odor Intensity 5
Odor Intensity 4 Odor Intensity 3
Odor Intensity 2 Figure 7 : Potential grid construction in the th dimension of particle .
be odor pheromone trails filled in each square evenly. The odor trails from different particles will be overlay and accumulated. Subsequently different levels of odor intensities are formed. Potential grid construction based on odor intensity will be implemented in each as shown in Figure 7 with the following steps.
Step 1 (particle position square generation). For the th generation in the th dimension of particle , there will be a possible particle location written as ( ). A particle position square ( ) is generated by setting ( ) as center and as the side length, which can be written as the following equation. Also odor pheromone trails will be filled in this position square ( ).
Side length: .
Step 2 (odor accumulation). The position that a particle stays will leave odor pheromone trails in the particle position square covered area and will be accumulated. After all the iterations are completed there will be some areas with higher odor intensity, as the different colorful grids, which is shown in Figure 7 . As given in Figure 7 there are four odor intensities, namely, Odor Intensity 5, Odor Intensity 4, Odor Intensity 3, and Odor Intensity 2. These potential grids , which stand for potential positions, can be obtained using the following equation:
Different odor intensities are colored in the end.
Step 3 (candidate way point generation). Once odor accumulation is done two of potential grids with the biggest odor intensities are formed. The centers of the two grids are denoted as 1 and 2 , respectively. So the particle position for the th dimension of particle can be calculated using
Step 4 (final particle position resolution). After the three steps above the final particle position for each dimension can be resolved for each dimension using
So once the four steps are realized all the way points that a UAV can fly along with avoiding all threat areas and terrain obstacles can be written as ( = 1, 2, . . . , ).
Realization of Proposed Algorithm.
Based on the aforementioned potential grid construction operator designed for standard PSO, all the elements required to build a complete path planning module for UAV are discussed in detail in this part.
Step 1 (path planning field formation). Two-dimensional flying field for UAV is formulated first, including the size of the area, starting point, and destination point designated in advance. Then terrain restriction and threat modeling are finished using (1) and (2), respectively. Threat modeling includes the position coordinates of threat center and the destruction scope they can affect individually. Another crucial step is to make coordinate system transformation using (4) . All the calculations mentioned in the following will be finished under new coordinate system for simplicity.
Step 2 (particle swarm initialization). In the proposed algorithm there are particles in a swarm, each of which has the same particle dimension . The initial positions and velocities of particles are randomly assigned using (14) and (15) . Initial cost values of each particle are calculated using objective function as shown in (13) . Initial local best of personal particle P i,best and global best G bset are represented as (16) .
Step 3 (start algorithm iterations). Once the initialization is finished algorithm iterations start. The termination criteria are set as the total iterations, which is also called generations, written as . Positions and velocities in current generation are updated by (17) based on the initial cost values. Then based on the updated positions and velocities new cost values for each particle are calculated. New local best of personal particle P i,best and global best G bset of the swarm could be found out by comparing the minimum different cost values.
Step 4 (call potential grid construction operator for the first time). Equation (18) is used to call potential grid construction operator for the first time. The potential grid construction for different dimensions of different particles in current iteration is realized, which is stored in the dimension space. Possible 8
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Scene creation: terrain and threat modeling and coordinate system transformation using equation (4) Update: positions and velocities of each particle in current generation are updated using equation (17) Search: local and global optimum positions in current generation are found based on new calculated cost values Call: potential grid construction operator is called for the first time using equation (18) Termination criteria?
Call: potential grid construction operator is called for the second time using equations (19) , (20) , and ( particle location is formed as a center of a rectangular, with a designated side length .
Step 5 (call potential grid construction operator for the second time). After all the iterations are stopped by the termination criteria, potential grid construction operator is called for the second time. Then (19) , (20) , and (21) are used to form the final global optimum way points for UAV, which are the best solutions. After the steps above are finished global optimum way points for path planning will be output. The flowchart of the whole algorithm is given in Figure 8 .
Experiment Validation and Comparison
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in solving the two-dimensional path planning problem, experiments are conducted and also comparisons of our proposed method are made with stand PSO, GA, and FA with the same parameters settings.
Parameter Settings.
The path planning field for UAV in the experiments is a square with side length 100 km; namely, the acreage of the whole covered area is 100 km × 100 km. There are some areas covered by many threats in the flying field, such as radars, missiles, and artilleries. Here two experiment scenarios are defined based on the degree of complexity. One is general scenario (Scenario 1) with five threats and the other is the complicated scenario (Scenario 2) with nine threats in the terrain, respectively. As mentioned before the destruction gains of threat are all set the same as grade 1; namely, = 1. The explicit experimental parameters can be found in Table 1 .
Besides external environment parameter settings there are some crucial parameters in the algorithm itself, which are size of the particle swarm, dimensions of a particle, number of iterations, the number ( ) of sample points on path segment → +1 , the size of constrained particle dimension searching limit Δ (Δ = Δ = Δ ), and the side length ( ) of potential grid in the th dimension of particle . Another four weighting parameters , , , and which appeared in (13) are set with the same value of 1, which is written as = = = = 1. Part of these crucial parameters in the algorithms are all set as in Table 2 .
Three main indexes are listed as the performance indicator. The first is the planned UAV path in two-dimensional field. Whether the planned UAV path can avoid every threat successfully reflects the accuracy of the algorithm itself. The second is normalized cost values. The lower the cost is, the better the algorithm is. The third is the path length. Here in this paper, an index called straight line rate (SLR) is defined from (9) , which could be rewritten as follows:
And ( , ) is the way point for UAV, in which the start and destination points are included. The four mentioned path planning algorithms will be implemented in the same situations with the same self-parameter settings. The results will be compared in the next part. in Scenario 1 with the same parameter settings in this part. Two groups of experiment results are given with different swarm sizes. One group is set with swarm size = 100 and particle dimension = 10, and the other group is under = 400 and = 10, both of which are to explore the effects of different swarm sizes on the algorithms.
As shown in Figure 9 there are five independent threat areas in Scenario 1. The mission is to make UAV fly from start point to the destination point safely. It is obvious that PSO, GA, and our proposed algorithm could offer perfect flying route for UAV without entering any of these threats, which means they can solve the path planning problem with well solutions. However, FA fails to avoid all the threats. Parts of its planned trajectory fall into the areas covered by threats. As said before once a UAV is flying in the dangerous fields there will be a high risk of being detected or taken down. FA is the worst of all the four algorithms in solving this kind of route optimization problem in Scenario 1.
Another two indexes, normalized cost values and straight line rate (SLR), are given in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) . In Figure 10 (a) FA is the worst with the highest cost values from the first iteration to the end, which is mainly caused by falling into threats. But it is stable during the whole process since it finds a solution. PSO is the most stable and it could easily find the optimal flying path for UAV after the 120th iteration. But when all iterations are finished PSO is not the best, which means the optimal solution it finds is possibly local optimum. GA fluctuates fiercely from the beginning to the 300th iteration and then solutions could be found. Its solution is better than that of PSO after all the iterations finish. Our proposed algorithm presents a downtrend from the first to the last iteration, which reflects the process of optimizing. It fluctuates less than GA and convergence rate is also better. It can find out the global optimum instead of local optimum, which overcomes the defects of standard PSO. By calculations our proposed method is 6.37%, 52.28%, and 3.38% better compared with PSO, FA, and GA in cost values, respectively. Figure 10 (b) gives SLR comparisons of the planned path from four methods. The proposed one is the best option with shortest flying distance for UAV. Also it is the most stable from the beginning to the end. PSO is the worst with the longest flying route. GA and FA is between them. It is hard for the two to find the global optimum solutions which makes FA and GA produce a lot of fluctuations. The optimizing process is unstable at all. Our proposed method is 12.06%, 6.08%, and 9.95% shorter than PSO, FA, and GA, respectively, with the planned flying path. Table 3 shows other indexes under different situations. There is no doubt that our proposed one is the best of all under all the indexes except the standard deviation of cost value. Oppositely FA is the best, which is because it could not find global best solutions and falls into local optimum at the beginning till the end which can be illustrated in Figure 10(a) .
In order to further explore the effects of different swarm sizes on the four algorithms, this parameter is increased to 400. So the planned path for UAV with = 400 and = 10 in Scenario 1 is given in Figure 11 . The biggest difference from all the curves in Figure 9 is that FA realizes path planning perfectly with = 400 avoiding all the threats. Because by increasing the number of particles in the swarm the searching space and searching times are enlarged, which makes more candidate solutions included, in which the global solutions are included. The other three algorithms keep the same with good performances. Particularly GA still tries to fly bypassing all the threats. The comparisons of cost and path length are given in Figures 12(a) and 12(b) , respectively. There are no doubts all the algorithms are getting smooth which are caused by large number of particles in the swarm. FA is still the worst with the biggest cost values. PSO and GA are in the middle place. The two give downtrend from the beginning to the last iteration. The proposed one is the best with least cost. The proposed method become the best before the 150th generation. It is 11.61%, 23.60%, and 7.45% better compared with PSO, FA, and GA, respectively, in cost values.
In Figure 12 (b) FA jumps up and down obviously as many steps. PSO and FA are similar with big fluctuation around an approximation. GA is the most unstable and the curve always changes, which is hard to find an optimal value. The curve of proposed method is the smoothest of all almost without any big jumping, which is 8.24%, 12.39%, and 7.33% better compared with PSO, FA, and GA, respectively. Table 4 lists other properties of the four methods. It can conclude that the proposed path planning algorithm could fulfill the mission perfectly and its performances are the best compared with other three classic algorithms.
Performance Comparisons under Scenario 2.
To study the feasibilities of the algorithms under other situations we make experiments under a more complicated scene, namely, Scenario 2, with much more threat areas. As stated before there will be nine threat areas in the flying fields and also they are overlapped with each other, which is shown in Figure 13 . Figure 13 gives the UAV path planned by the four different algorithms with = 100 and = 10 in Scenario 2. Under this complicated scenario, FA and PSO all failed to get to the destination without flying out of the threats. Particularly most of the flying route given by FA is in the threats and there are also many turnings on the path, which is difficult for a UAV to follow. Because the motility of UAV itself is very limited. There is a small part of PSO path also in the dangerous area because of so many threats in the field. GA shows the same characteristics of flying bypassing all the threats. But our proposed method is still perfect. Not only it avoids threats but also it is easy for UAV to follow for least turnings on it with big turning angles.
In Scenario 2 shown in Figure 14 (a) PSO easily falls into local optimum at the beginning and stays to the end. FA is the worst of all and it needs much time to find a solution. GA is in the middle position. At the beginning it fluctuates and then stays stable till the end. The proposed one is the best except a singular point at the 64th generation. The global optimal solution is found around 200 iterations with least cost. It is 4.46%, 68.45%, and 18.81% better than PSO, FA, and GA, respectively, in path cost. Figure 14 (b) gives the path length comparisons. From the FA curve we can find it not stable at all with a lot of big jitters, which proves it is hard to find a reliable solution in this scenario. Many jumping points are located on the curve. PSO moves steadily and almost in a straight line, but it is much longer than that of GA and proposed method. Also we can find PSO easily falls into local optimal. There are a lot of small fluctuations on GA compared with FA. But it is shorter than that of FA. Combining the GA curves in Figure 13 , GA always flies a long distance to avoid all the threat in the flying areas. Finally, there is no doubt our proposed method is the best since the 79th generation. It moves stably and produces the shortest path length for UAV in two-dimensional field.
Paired Samples -Test.
In order to find out how different the proposed method is from the other three by probability analysis, a paired samples -test is made with PSO, FA, and GA, respectively, under the experiment conditions of = 100 and = 10 in Scenario 1. The data of cost values and planned path lengths are used for the realization of -test. In this way there are three pairs as follows: proposed method versus PSO, proposed method versus FA, and proposed method versus GA. The results are shown in Tables 5 and 6 .
In Table 5 the original hypothesis 0 and alternative hypothesis 1 are listed. The original hypothesis 0 means that there are no essential differences between the two compared algorithms. Oppositely the alternative hypothesis 1 holds that big differences exist in the related two methods in a group and the two are totally different methods. Table 6 shows the results of -test, which is indicated in a bold font.
By the values in the -test as shown in Table 6 , conclusions are given in Table 5 ; namely, all the original hypothesis 0 is rejected and alternative hypothesis 1 is all accepted. In this way it means that our proposed algorithm is a feasible path planning technique for UAV which is also essentially different from other three classic ones. Also its performances are the best of all compared with the other classic three.
Self-Performance Comparisons under Scenario 1.
In order to explore the effects of different swarm sizes and particle dimensions on the cost values and planned path lengths, experiments of our proposed method are made under Scenario 1. All the results are all shown in the following. The swarm sizes are set as = 50, = 200, = 300, and = 400, respectively. The particle dimensions are set as = 10, = 15, = 20, and = 25.
As Figure 15 (a) shows the number of swarm sizes is changed from 50 to 400. The flying paths for UAV are all planned well under different swarm sizes, which avoids all the threat areas. Also when = 200 and = 300 the two trajectories are in coincidence most of the time. The differences between four curves are not obvious. In this way the swarm size can be set between 50 and 200, which not only saves calculation time and power consumption but also can obtain good performances. Figure 15 (b) gives the effects of particle dimensions which is changed from 10 to 25. The proposed method can realize path planning under the four different conditions avoiding all the threat areas. The differences are not so big. Figure 15 proves the accuracy of our proposed method under all kinds of environment setting, which could be used in a wide range of real applications.
Once the effects of the two parameters on the planned UAV path are determined, they can be set as the environment changes under different applications. The cost values and path lengths are compared in Figures 16(a) and 16(b) . Figure 16 gives the swarm size's effects on cost values and path lengths, respectively. The curves of cost values present the same trend till the global optimal solutions are found. As listed in Figure 16 (a) the worst two of them are = 50 and = 400. When = 200 it has the least cost value. = 300 is in the middle position. So conclusions can be made in the following. Too many or too few particles in a swarm will both lead to higher cost values. However, the medium numbers of swarm sizes could obtain better cost values. Figure 16 From the analysis above we can find the swarm size can make effects on the cost values and planned UAV lengths in a similar way. Different values will produce different results. But the changing trends on the curves are similar, based on if it can meet many different requirements. In order to make perfect planned UAV flying route under different application scenarios, different parameter settings are needed.
Effects from different particle dimensions on the two indexes are given in Figure 17 . As shown in Figure 17 (a) the differences in cost values caused by particle dimensions are not obvious. Larger particle dimensions bring less cost than smaller ones. Figure 17(b) gives that the path lengths of = 10 and = 15 are very similar as well as the changing trend from the first iteration to the last one. It will be the shortest path length when = 25.
From Figure 17 we can conclude that more particle dimensions will bring less cost and shorter path, but correspondingly the calculation will become more complicated and more calculation time will be needed. So how to set this parameter depends on the applied environments.
Conclusion
In this paper a potential odor intensity grid based UAV path planning algorithm is proposed by combining standard PSO technique. A potential grid construction operator is designed in our model to identify the different levels of odor intensity, which is implemented easily and avoids local optima and slow convergence. Two of areas in the searching space with highest probability where candidate particles may locate will be colored depending on different odor intensities, including centers of the two grids and the set side length. Then middle point of the two grid centers will be used as the final position in current particle dimension of current iteration. The global optimum solution will be solved as the average. Also upper and lower boundaries of solution space in each particle dimension are restricted based on properties of threats themselves in the field to avoid prematurity In addition, objective function is redesigned by taking minimum direction angle to destination into account and a sampling method is introduced to better evaluate the cost of path segments into the threat areas and straight line rate (SLR) is used to evaluate the planned path length. A paired samples -test and experimental results both demonstrate the proposed method is capable of generating higher quality paths efficiently for UAV than any other tested optimization algorithms, standard PSO, FA, and GA.
